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Abstract. We consider the problems of hypergraph and minor crossing minimization, and point out a relation between these two problems
which has not been exploited before. We present some complexity results
regarding the corresponding edge and node insertion problems. Based on
these results, we give the first embedding-based heuristics to tackle both
problems and present a short experimental study. Furthermore, we give
the first exact ILP formulation for both problems.

1

Introduction

A drawing of a graph G on the plane is a one-to-one mapping of each vertex to a
point in R2 , and each edge to a curve between its two endpoints. The curve is not
allowed to contain other vertices than its two endpoints. A crossing is a common
point of two curves, other than their endpoints. The crossing number cr(G) then
is the smallest number of crossings in any drawing of G. The corresponding
crossing minimization (CM) problem has been widely studied in the literature,
see [15] for an extensive bibliography.
In this paper we consider the problem of finding the Hypergraph Crossing
Number, as defined in the following section. We do so by exploiting a connection between this crossing number and the Minor Crossing Number, i.e., the
smallest crossing number of any graph G0 which has G as its minor, denoted
by G  G0 . Especially the latter concept has yet only been studied in the context of theoretical lower and upper bounds [2, 3], but was never before tackled
algorithmically.
Besides from their theoretical appeal, these problems also occur, e.g., for
crossing minimal layouts of electrical wiring schemes [3], cf. Fig. 1. Usually, the
exact topology of such a wiring scheme G00 is not interesting for the connected
subgraphs which have the same electric potential. Hence we can “merge” these
nodes into one node, which is exactly the operation to obtain a minor G, compute
the minor crossing number mcr(G) and expand the graph accordingly to obtain
G0 . In this example, we can observe the connection to hypergraphs: by seeing
the impedances on the wires as nodes, we can interpret the wires on the same
potential as hyperedges, i.e., edges with multiple incident nodes.
The computation of both crossing numbers is NP-complete. In this context,
we investigate several subproblems of edge and node insertion (Sections 3 and 5),
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Fig. 1. The wiring scheme (a) cannot be drawn without any crossing. By computing
a minor (b) and considering a realizing graph (c), we obtain an equivalent but planar
wiring scheme.
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(b) Edge, tree-based

(c) Edge, point-based

Fig. 2. A hypergraph, drawn using different drawing styles.

and establish novel heuristics for both kinds of crossing numbers (Section 4). We
also implemented these algorithms and give an experimental study in Section 7.
Furthermore, in Section 6 we sketch the first exact ILP formulation able to
provably solve both problems to optimality.
The next subsections will give the detailed definitions of the considered problems and summarize our results.
1.1

Definitions

A hypergraph H = (V, F) differs from an ordinary graph that instead of edges—
which have exactly two incident nodes—we consider hyperedges: a hyperedge
F ∈ F is a proper subset of V , i.e., F ⊂ V , with |F | ≥ 2. See, e.g., [10] for details.
There are two major variants on how to draw hypergraphs [12], cf. Fig. 2: the
subset-standard and the edge-standard. The first variant becomes very confusing
with more hyperedges, and it is ambiguous how to define a consistent notion
of crossings. Hence, most applications, cf. [5, 11, 14], focus on the edge-standard
which allows two subvariants: in the tree-based drawing style, each hyperedge
F is drawn as a tree-like structure of lines, whose leaves are the incident nodes
of F . If we restrict the tree-like structure of every hyperedge to be a star, we
obtain the point-based drawing style.
Formally, each hyperedge F ∈ F has a set of associated hypernodes NF ,
which form the branching points of the line tree: each node v ∈ F is connected
to exactly one n ∈ NF , and all hypernodes NF are treewise connected. By this
tree-based transformation we obtain a traditional graph L. We denote the set

of all graphs L obtainable by such transformations by L(H), and can naturally
define:
Definition 1 (Tree-based Hypergraph Crossing Number). Let H be a
hypergraph. We define the tree-based hypergraph crossing number as
thcr(H) := min cr(L).
L∈L(H)

The tree-based hypergraph crossing number has the elegant property that it is
equivalent to the traditional crossing number if all hyperedges have cardinality 2.
Because of this property, computing thcr(H) is NP-complete.
We further define the point-based transformation Λ(H) as the special treebased transformation, where each hyperedge has exactly one associated hypernode, i.e., Λ(H) := (V ∪ F, E(H)) with E(H) := {(v, F ) | v ∈ F, F ∈ F}.
Clearly, this leads to the point-based drawing style and the definition of the
point-based hypergraph crossing number phcr(H) := cr(Λ(H)).
Observation 1. For any L ∈ L(H) we have Λ(H)  L, i.e., the point-based
transformation of H is the minor of any tree-based transformation of H.
Point-based hypergraph planarity of H can be defined as phcr(H) = 0 straightforwardly and is equivalent to Zykov planarity [10]. It can be efficiently tested
by transforming H into Λ(H) in linear time and applying any traditional lineartime planarity testing algorithm to Λ(H). Analogously, tree-based hypergraph
planarity can be defined as thcr(H) = 0. Since L ∈ L(H) is planar if and only
if Λ(H) is planar, all three planarity definitions are equivalent.
Obviously, the point-based hypergraph crossing minimization of H is equivalent to the traditional crossing minimization on the graph Λ(H). Hence we
will focus on computing thcr(H). To understand this crossing number better,
we first have to focus on the minor crossing number [3], also known as the
minor-monotone crossing number, for traditional graphs:
Definition 2 (Minor Crossing Minimization Problem). Let G = (V, E)
be an undirected graph. The Minor Crossing Minimization Problem (MCM)
is to find a realizing graph G0 = (V 0 , E 0 )  G with cr(G0 ) = mcr(G) :=
minG00 G cr(G00 ), i.e., the minor crossing number of G.
Let W ⊆ V . We can define a minor relation G0 W G, i.e., G is a W -minor
of G0 if we can obtain G0 from G by only expanding nodes of W . This leads
to the more general W-restricted Minor Crossing Number mcrW (G), i.e., the
smallest crossing number of any graph G0 W G, and the W-restricted Minor
Crossing Minimization Problem (RMCM). Clearly mcrW (G) = mcr(G), if W =
V . Since nodes with degree less than 4 are irrelevant for the differences between
the traditional and the minor crossing number, we have:
Proposition 1. Let F̂ := {F ∈ F | |F | ≥ 4}. The tree-based hypergraph crossing number is equivalent to the F̂-restricted minor crossing number of Λ(H),
i.e., thcr(H) = mcrF̂ (Λ(H)).
Hence we have to find a realizing graph Λ0 F 0 Λ(H) with smallest crossing
number, i.e., we may obtain Λ0 only by expanding hypernodes of degree at least 4.

1.2

Edge and Node Insertion Results

The MCM problem was first stated in [3] and was shown to be NP-complete
in [9]. In Section 2, we will discuss two alternative viewpoints of MCM, which are
fundamental for the results presented thereafter. In the following we will always
consider the W -restricted variant of the minor crossing number. Since W may be
the full set V , the results clearly also hold for the traditional minor-monotonous
case. Note that we consider two embeddings, or rotation-systems, Γ of G and Γ 0
of G0 (G  G0 ) equivalent, if we can obtain Γ by performing the necessary minor
operations stepwise on G0 and Γ 0 in the natural way: let us merge the connected
nodes a and b with their respective cyclic orders πa = h{a, b}, e1 , . . . , edeg(a)−1 i
and πb = h{b, a}, f1 , . . . , fdeg(b)−1 i of their incident edges. The new node c will
have the cyclic order πc = he1 , . . . , edeg(a)−1 , f1 , . . . , fdeg(b)−1 i.
Similar to the corresponding problems for the traditional crossing number,
we can state the following related problems:
Definition 3 (Minor Edge Insertion). Let G = (V, E) be a planar undirected graph, and let e = {s, t} ∈ V × V \ E be an edge not yet in G. The
W -restricted Minor Edge Insertion Problem with Variable Embedding (MEIV)
is to find the W -restricted minor crossing number of the graph G + e, under the
restriction that the realizing drawing induces a planar drawing of G.
Given a specific planar embedding Γ of G, the W -restricted Minor Edge
Insertion Problem with Fixed Embedding (MEIF) is to find the W -restricted
minor crossing number of the graph G+e, under the restriction that the realizing
drawing induces an embedding of G equivalent to Γ .
For both problems, the equivalent problems concerning the traditional crossing
number can be solved in linear time. In Section 3, we show:
Theorem 1. MEIF and MEIV can be solved optimally in linear time.
In Section 4, we show how to use this result to obtain a heuristic following the
planarization approach.
Definition 4 (Minor Node Insertion). Let G = (V, E) be a planar undirected graph, let v 6∈ V be a node not yet in G, and let E 0 be edges connecting
v with nodes of V . Let W − := W and W + := W ∪ {v}. The W − -restricted
(W + -restricted) Minor Node Insertion Problem with Variable Embedding is to
find the W − -restricted (W + -restricted) minor crossing number of the graph
G0 = (V ∪ {v}, E ∪ E 0 ), under the restriction that the realizing drawing induces
a planar drawing of G. We abbreviate these problems MNIV− and MNIV+ ,
respectively.
Given a specific planar embedding Γ of G, the W − -restricted (W + -restricted)
Minor Node Insertion Problem with Fixed Embedding is to find the W − -restricted
(W + -restricted) minor crossing number of the graph G0 , under the restriction
that the realizing drawing induces an embedding of G equivalent to Γ . We abbreviate these problems MNIF− and MNIF+ , respectively.

The equivalent problem for the traditional crossing number and a fixed embedding can be solved in O(|V | · |E 0 |) time. An analogous algorithm, together with
the ideas of Theorem 1, can be used to show (see Section 5):
Theorem 2. MNIF− is solvable in O(|V | · |E 0 |) time.
The problem for the traditional crossing number where all embeddings are considered, and therefore a special case of MNIV− , is still an open problem. In
contrast to these results, we can show that the problem is hard when the inserted node is allowed to be expanded:
Theorem 3. MNIF+ and MNIV+ are NP-complete. This also holds for the case
W = V , i.e., non-restricted minor-monotonicity.
Corollary 1. Let H = (V, F) be a hypergraph, and F 6∈ F a hyperedge not yet
in H. Under the restriction that H has to be drawn planar and independent on
whether a specific embedding of H is given or not, we have: computing thcr(H +
F ) is NP-complete.
The theorem is based on the observation that we can turn any planar Steiner
tree problem instance (NP-complete, [6]) into a corresponding MNIF+ problem,
cf. Section 5. The corollary does not follow from Theorem 3 itself, but from its
proof. Furthermore, since computing thcr(H) is a special case of a W -resticted
minor crossing number we have in particular:
Observation 2. The heuristic and exact algorithms presented below can be
used to solve the tree-based hypergraph crossing number problem heuristically
and to optimality, respectively.

2

General Observations

In the following, we will always consider an undirected graph G = (V, E) with
W ⊆ V , and we are interested in mcrW (G). For the following algorithms, there
are two points of view which are helpful when discussing the problem of minor
crossing numbers: we can replace each node v ∈ W with deg(v) ≥ 4 by an
expansion tree Tv , which is incident to all nodes—or their respective expansion
trees—originally incident to v. The nodes of Tv are called the split nodes of v.
The RMCM problem can then be reformulated as finding a tree expansion G0 ,
i.e., a graph obtained by such transformations, with smallest crossing number.
Another possibility to view the problem is that in the traditional crossing
number problem, edges are allowed to cross. For the minor crossing number,
edges are allowed to cross through vertices, and moreover vertices may even
“cross” other vertices. Such crossings can be seen as crossings between an expansion tree and a traditional edge, or between two expansion trees, respectively.

3

Optimal Edge Insertion

In this Section, we present linear time algorithms for MEIF and MEIV. Our task
is to find a tree expansion G0 of G along with an insertion path connecting s
and t, i.e., an ordered list of edges that are crossed when inserting e. Observe
that it is never necessary to expand s or t.
Fixed Embedding. Let Γ be an embedding of G. We define a directed graph
DΓ,s,t = (N, A) as follows. N contains a node nf for each face f ∈ Γ and a
node nv for each node v ∈ W ∪ {s, t}. Each arc a ∈ A has an associated cost
ca ∈ {0, 1}; we have the following arcs:
– For each pair f, f 0 of adjacent faces, we have two arcs (nf , nf 0 ) and (nf 0 , nf )
with cost 1.
– For each node v ∈ W \ {s, t} and face f incident to v we have an arc (nv , nf )
with cost 1 and an arc (nf , nv ) with cost 0.
– Finally, we have arcs (ns , nf ) for each face f incident to s and (nf , nt ) for
each face f incident to t; all these arcs have cost 0.
Then, the solution to MEIF is the length of a shortest path p in DΓ,s,t from
ns to nt ; each arc (nf , nf 0 ) in p corresponds to crossing an edge separating f
and f 0 , and each subpath (nf , nv ), (nv , nf 0 ) corresponds to splitting node v and
crossing the edge resulting from the split.
The number of nodes in N is bounded by |V | + |F |, where F is the set of
faces in Γ , and the number of arcs in A by 4 · |E|, since we have at most four
arcs per edge. Hence, we can apply breadth-first-search for finding a shortest
path in DΓ,s,t which takes time O(|V | + |E|). We remark that BFS can easily be
extended to graphs with 0/1-arc costs. Thus, we can solve MEIF in linear time.
Variable Embedding. In order to solve MEIV, we adapt the algorithm by
Gutwenger et al. [8] which solves the problem for the traditional crossing number, i.e., W = ∅ and no tree expansions are possible. They showed that it is
sufficient to consider the shortest path B0 , v1 , B1 , . . . , vk , Bk in the BC-tree of G
and independently compute optimal edge insertion paths in the (biconnected)
blocks Bi from vi to vi+1 (0 ≤ i ≤ k, v0 = s, and vk+1 = t). This is also true
when we are allowed to split the nodes W : concatenating the respective paths in
the blocks results in a valid insertion path, and alternately crossing edges from
different blocks or splitting (and crossing through) a cut vertex vi would result
in unnecessary crossings.
Thus, we can restrict ourselves to a biconnected graph G. Let T be the SPQRtree of G (an SPQR-tree represents the decomposition of a biconnected graph
into its triconnected components, please refer to [8] for details). We consider the
shortest path p = µ1 , . . . , µh in T from a node µ1 whose skeleton contains s to a
node µh whose skeleton contains t. Let Si be the skeleton of µi (1 ≤ i ≤ h). The
representative rep(v) of a node v ∈ G in a skeleton Si is either v itself if v ∈ Si ,
or the edge e ∈ Si whose expansion graph contains v. If W = ∅, the optimal

algorithm only considers the R-nodes—triconnected components with therefore
unique embeddings—on p and independently computes optimal edge insertion
paths in fixed embeddings of the respective skeletons from rep(s) to rep(t). If
the representative is an edge, we assume that a virtual node is placed on this
edge and serves as start or endpoint of the insertion path.
This approach is invalid if W 6= ∅: an optimal insertion path in a skeleton
Si might cross through an endpoint x of the edge representing t in Si , and
continuing this path from x in Si+1 might save a crossing. We circumvent this
problem by processing p in order from µ1 to µh : for each R-node µi where rep(t)
is an edge et = (x, y), we compute three insertion paths px , py , and pe in a fixed
embedding of Si , which are optimal insertion paths to x, y, and et , respectively.
Observe that for the respective lengths `x , `y , and `e of these paths we have
`e ≤ `x , `y ≤ `e + 1. If x ∈ W , `x = `e , and x is contained in the skeleton of
the next processed R-node µj , then x is a possible start node for an insertion
path in Sj ; the analogous is true for y; rep(s) is always a possible start node.
We compute the optimal insertion paths in the R-node skeletons by slightly
modifying the search network introduced for MEIF. We introduce a super start
node s∗ and connect it to the possible start nodes. Then we compute shortest
paths from s∗ to rep(t) and, if this is an edge et , to the endpoints of et .
After processing all nodes on p, we reconstruct the optimal insertion path
backwards from t to s. The insertion path in Sh ends in t; we determine which
insertion path in the preceding R-node skeleton to chose by checking which start
node is used, until we reach s. This algorithm can be implemented in linear time,
thus showing that MEIV can be solved in linear time as well.

4

The Planarization Approach for RMCM

The planarization approach is a well-known and successful heuristic for traditional crossing minimization; see [7] for an experimental study. First, a planar
subgraph is computed, and then the remaining edges are inserted one after another by computing edge insertion paths and inserting the edges accordingly,
i.e., edge crossings are replaced by dummy vertices with degree 4.
In order to apply the algorithms from the previous section in a planarization
approach for RMCM, we need to generalize them, since the insertion of edges
splits nodes and thereby expands them to trees. Furthermore, edges of G and
edges resulting from node splits get subdivided by dummy vertices during the
course of the planarization. We call the resulting paths edge paths and tree paths,
respectively. Hence, we are not simply given two nodes s and t but two node
sets S and T , and we have to find an insertion path connecting a node of S with
a node of T . Thereby, S (T ) is the set of all split nodes of s (t) and all dummy
nodes on edge or tree paths starting at a split node of s (t). The dummy nodes
in these sets have the property that a simple extension of a tree expansion is
sufficient to connect an insertion path to a correct split node; see Fig. 3 for a
visual description.

(a) Dummy on target

(b) Dummy near target

(c) Dummy near source and target

Fig. 3. Modification of insertion paths ending at dummy nodes. Bold solid edges are
part of expansion trees, dummy-nodes are denoted by squares.

Before we discuss the details, we give an overview of the planarization approach for RMCM.
(1) Compute a planar subgraph G0 = (V, EP ) of G.
(2) For each edge e = {s, t} ∈ E \ EP :
(a) Compute S and T .
(b) Find an insertion path p from S to T in G0 .
(c) Insert e into G0 according to p by splitting nodes if required and introducing new dummy nodes for crossings.
It remains to show how to generalize the edge insertion algorithms. In the fixed
embedding scenario, we simply introduce a super start node s∗ connected to
all nodes in S, and a super end node t∗ connected from all nodes in T in the
search network. The following lemma shows the key property for generalizing
the variable embedding case.
Proposition 2. 1. The blocks of G0 containing a node in S ( T ) and the cut
vertices of G0 contained in S ( T ) form a subtree of the BC-tree of G0 .
2. Let T be the SPQR-tree of a block of G0 . Then, the nodes of T whose skeletons
contain a node in S ( T ) form a subtree of T .
This allows us to compute the shortest paths in the BC- and SPQR-trees in a
similar way as described above. The only difference is that we consider blocks
and skeletons containing any node in S (or T ). The computation of insertion
paths in R-node skeletons is generalized as for the fixed case if several nodes of
S or T are contained.
In [7], two important improvement techniques for the planarization approach
are described which are both also applicable for RMCR. The permutation strategy calls step (2) several times and processes the edges in E \ EP in random
order. The postprocessing strategy successively removes an edge path and tries
to find a better insertion path. This can also be done for tree paths which in
fact is a key optimization of our approach, since it allows to introduce crossings
between two tree expansions as well. Finally, we remark that we also contract
tree paths during the algorithm if they no longer contain a dummy node and
thus become redundant.

5

Optimal Node Insertion

In this section we prove the theorems regarding the minor node insertions.
Algorithm for Theorem 2. We show that MNIF− is solvable in O(|V | · |E 0 |).
Let U be the nodes of V incident to edges of E 0 . We can solve the node
insertion problem with fixed topology for the traditional crossing number by
considering the dual graph D of G with respect to Γ . Each node in D is labeled with a number which is initially 0. We then start a BFS for each u ∈ U ,
augmenting D with edges between u and its incident faces. The nodes of U are
incremented by the BFS-depth, for each different u. Finally, each node of D
holds the sum of the shortest distances between itself and the nodes U . We then
simply pick a node of D with smallest number, and insert the new node v into
the corresponding face in Γ .
Using the ideas from the above sections, we can use the same algorithm
but allowing edges to cross through nodes. Since all inserted edges are incident
to v, they will not cross each other in any optimal node insertion. Therefore,
no conflicting edge-node crossings can occur, other then ones based on paths
with equal length. Such conflicts can easily be resolved by choosing any of the
conflicting paths for both inserted edges. The correctness and running time of
the algorithm follows directly.
t
u
Proof of Theorem 3. We show that MNIF+ and MNIV+ are NP-complete.
We can restrict ourselves to MNIF+ . Since a planar 3-connected graph has
only a unique planar embedding and its mirror, we naturally have NP-completeness for MNIV+ if MNIF+ is NP-complete. We only briefly sketch the idea of
the proof.
We reduce to the planar Steiner tree problem, which is known to be NPcomplete [6]. Thereby we are given a planar graph D with integer edge-weights
and a subset of its nodes are marked as terminals. We ask for a weight-minimum
tree T connecting all terminals (and possibly some other nodes). Let G be the
dual of D, then finding the Steiner tree in D becomes equivalent to finding
a treewise expansion for the node v which we want to insert into G minormonotonously. Since the integer edge-weights can be bounded to be a polynomial
in the graph size, we can replace each edge of weight w by a simple path of w
edges, thus only polynomially enlarging the given graph. Hence we have NPcompleteness for MNIF+ .
t
u

6

An ILP formulation for RMCM

We briefly sketch how to construct an integer linear program to solve the RMCM,
and therefore also the hypergraph crossing minimization problem, to optimality.
We base our formulation on the ILP for CM, presented in [4]: its main idea is
to have variables xe,f for each pair of edges e and f , which are 1 if the edges

cross and 0 otherwise. To circumvent problems with the realizability checking of
solutions, the graph G is first modified such that each original edge is replaced by
a simple path of multiple edges. The ILP is then based on Kuratowski constraints,
i.e., for each K5 and K3,3 subdivision contained in (partial planarizations of) G
we have an inequality which requires at least one crossing.
We can use this ILP by considering tree expansions of G. We replace each
node v ∈ W , with deg(v) ≥ 4, by a vertex set Vv0 with |Vv0 | = 2 deg(v) − 2.
Each edge originally incident to v is incident to a unique vertex of this set. By
augmenting Vv0 with edges, we can model any treewise connection of the vertices
{w ∈ Vv0 | deg(w) = 1}. Hence, considering the edges Ev0 of the complete graph
on the set Vv0 , we introduce 0/1-variables ye for all e ∈ Ev0 . If such a variable
is 1, the corresponding edge is used for the treewise connection of Vv0 .
We now require two main types of constraints: we can generalize the Kuratowski constraints straight-forwardly. Let R be the set of edges with y variables
whichP
are contained in some Kuratowski subdivision K. We can subtract the
term e∈R (1 − ye ) on the right-hand side of the corresponding ≥-constraint,
i.e., we only require a crossing on K if all its edges are selected.
Additionally, we have to assure the treewise connection for each Vv0 . Therefore
we require to select exactly |Vv0 | − 1 edges of Ev0 for each set Vv0 , and assure
connectivity via traditional cut constraints:
X
∀v ∈ W, deg(v) ≥ 4, ∀∅ 6= S ⊂ Vv0 :
y{u,w} ≥ 1.
u∈S,w∈Vv0 \S

Note that all these constraints can be added dynamically within a Branch-andCut framework using known separation routines. Nonetheless, the resulting ILP
seems to be too large even for relatively small graphs, and it is therefore mainly
of theoretical interest.

7

Experiments

We implemented our algorithms as part of the open-source Open Graph Drawing
Framework (OGDF, [13]). We conducted two series of experiments on a Windows
PC with a Pentium 4 (3.4 GHz) processor and 2 GB RAM.
The first experiment uses the well-known Rome benchmark set [1], which
has been used for many studies on the traditional crossing number, e.g., [4, 7]. It
consists of 11528 real-world graphs with 10–100 nodes. We restricted ourselves to
the 8013 non-planar graphs with at least 30 nodes, which have an average density of 1.34. Our main focus was to investigate how the minor crossing number
compares to the traditional crossing number in real-world settings. Fig. 4 shows
the average crossing numbers and minor crossing numbers per graph size. We
can see that the minor crossing minimization leads to roughly 35% less crossings
on average. While this diagram shows the results for variable embeddings, the
diagram looks nearly identical when considering random fixed embeddings, although the absolute crossing numbers are of course a bit higher. In both cases, for
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Fig. 4. Results for the Rome graphs (variable embedding).

the large graphs, the realizing graphs have about 10% more nodes then the original graphs, and roughly 8% of the graphs’ nodes are substituted by expansion
trees. All graphs can be solved clearly under a second for the fixed embedding
case and under 30 seconds for the variable case. For the latter, the 100-node
graphs required 5.5 seconds on average.
The second set of experiments deals with hypergraphs. Therefore we chose
all hypergraphs from the ISCA’85, ’89, and ’99 benchmark sets of real-world
electrical networks with up to 500 nodes in their point-based expansion. The
following table summarizes our heuristic results for these graphs, considering
both phcr, using our traditional crossing minimizer [7], and thcr. The times are
given in seconds. We can clearly see the benefit of considering the tree-based
drawing style, as compared to the relatively large point-based crossing numbers.
Other papers like [5] considered the tree-based drawing style with certain additional constraints, in particular requiring certain nodes to lie on the “outside”
of the drawing. Hence our solutions are not directly comparable. Nonetheless, we
think that the numbers show how promising our approach is: the common graphs
s298 and s400 required 428 and 400 crossings, respectively, using the best algorithm in [5], while our best solutions are 69 and 86, respectively. Hence it seems
worthwhile to investigate how to include such constraints into our algorithm.
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